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cactus/grass
1. The  plant does

not need much water.

9. Some flowers have a sweet juice from which

bees make  .

scienceaaaaabout plantsbout plantsbout plantsbout plantsbout plants Choose and write the correct answer.

honey/sherbet
10

2. Potatoes grow  .
on trees/underground

3. The twig of the                           tree

can be used as a toothbrush.

neem/mango

4. Roots grow  .
underground/from the flowers.

moss/manure
5. Plant food is called  .

6. The lotus plant grows  .
on trees/ in water.

7. A pumpkin plant is a  .
creeper/ shrub

8. Fruits like oranges, sweet limes and lemons

are called  .
citrus fruits/berries
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Things which are made beautifully can be called art
or craft. See these beautiful pieces of art and craft.

arts and entertainment

                              This paper-cut picture does
not need paints. It is made by
just cutting the paper.

beautiful thingsbeautiful thingsbeautiful thingsbeautiful thingsbeautiful things

Wooden toys
A grass toy

                  Here are some
beautiful toys.

         Cloth can also be
decorated beautifully.

Woven cloth

Embroidered cloth

                              Pretty blue and gold
beads

                         A
small
painted
basket
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arts and entertainment

1. Find these in the picture. Then write the correct
number in the circle.

2. Find and circle the seven musical notes in the picture.
Write them in order here.

3. What are these notes called in Western music?
Write them in order.

sa

re

ga

ma

pa

dha

ni

A music concertA music concertA music concertA music concertA music concert

1. singer 2. tanpura 3. tabla 4. harmonium
5. mike 6. stage 7. audience 8. flute
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3. mutton
chop1.woollen

sweater

science
animal or plant?animal or plant?animal or plant?animal or plant?animal or plant? Write  A  if we get it from an animal.

Write  P  if we get it from a plant.

2. cotton
 T-shirt

6.silk4. paper 7.wooden
chair

14. omlette

9.milk

5. honey

10. coconut
oil

11.  butter
8. jute bag

12. cheese    13. apple
jam

     We get wood from the trunk and
branches of trees. We have to cut the

tree down to use the wood. So we must
not spoil or waste wooden things.      We
should not waste paper because paper

is also made from wood.  We must
also plant more trees, especially if we

cut them down.
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